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Discover the latest M-SPACER BraCup Innovations
by MUEHLMEIER!
New Shapes & new Compositions
Fit it! Feel it! Love it!

Dear customer,
Comfort Bras are at the forefront of what women desire these days, since we
spend so much time at home. This trend is predicted to continue even once things
get back to normal.
MUEHLMEIER offers the proven BraCups out of SPACER fabrics and we
have come up with yet another great selection of new designs of M-SPACER
BraCups.
BraCups
These innovations bring free & natural wearing and BreastSoothing comfort with
tons of support and breathability. We have applied the 3D SPACER knit technology
to our new BraCups that lift and support without adding to much volume to the
bust.

New Shapes & Material Compositions
M-TEC SPACER Innovation Highlights for Lingerie and
Activewear:

HH59194-sNN

M-TEC Plunge SPACER BraCup
Newest generation of fine grade SPACER fabric with unique shiny
look
New SPACER plunge shape
Second skin comfort with confident support
Innovative SPACER fabric which is light and airy but with no show-tru
Charming and bright appearance

HH60550-sqL

M-TEC Sports & WireFree SPACER BraCup
Enhanced under bust frame for natural breast support and perfect
fit
New shape for WireFree styles
SPACER material with additional breathable cover fabric
Excellent breathability and outstanding temperature control
Quick Dry Function for cooler feel during activity

HH89007-s7U

M-TEC WireFree SPACER Mono Balconet BraCup
New SPACER Monocup
Reliable WireFree support and soft comfortable hold
Suitable for strapless bras, corsettery and dresses
Thanks to its seamless molding, it offers the light breathable qualities that
women love about a SPACER bra

HH85024-s7U

M-TEC Sports SPACER Mono BraCup
Stunning lace cover on SPACER inspired by a night sky full of exiting
stars for new sensual looks
The soft Monocup offers total wearing comfort,
comfort ease of fit and good
support
Provides a rounded and lifted shape with a casual bust line
Ultra-light and breathable

Keep in mind: All shapes can be produced with all available materials
and compositions!

Please contact us for available size range, purchase conditions ad your
free samples:

Get your free samples

Keep up high spirits. See you soon.

Your MUEHLMEIER Breastshaping - Team

Benefit from customer-friendly support:
“Convenient sample ordering”
Visit our Online-Shop at www.muehlmeier.eu for
samples and small bulk orders. The perfect order
platform for small producers, wedding dress studios,
start-ups and designers.

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás
Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting
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